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A Comparative Study on Loadings of the Lower Extremity during Deep Squat in Asian and Caucasian Individuals via OpenSim Musculoskeletal Modelling
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Populations of different ethnicities may present different movement capacities and muscular function adaptations. The purpose of this study was to investigate the differences of motion and loading in the lower extremity during dynamic deep squats between Asian and Caucasian individuals using OpenSim modelling technique with a customized squat-specific musculoskeletal model. Twenty-four participants joined the test performing the step-squat test, with right foot stepping side, squatting, and returning. The one-dimensional statistical parametric mapping package was used for statistical analysis. The main findings of the current study were as follows: (1) significant lower squat depth was observed in the Asian individuals, (2) the greater knee range of motion and contact forces were found in the Asian individuals, and (3) the greater ankle contact forces in the Caucasian individuals were notable while performing the deep squat compared to the Asian group. Knowledge found in the current study may provide implication for exercise practitioners and physiotherapists while designing schemes for the prevention of loading accumulation in the lower extremity.

1. Introduction

Squat is a motion practiced with synchronous ankle dorsiflexion, knee flexion, and hip flexion. It is a basic movement while performing functional activities in daily life, exercise training, or working environment. The squat attracted attention from the research fields of ethnics [1], occupation [2], clinics [3], biomechanics [4], and sports training [1, 5]. The squat movement was considered an effective practice to strengthen the musculature of the lower extremity and trunk for the activation and coordination of a human motor system to maintain balance and stability. Thus, it has been extensively applied in clinical assessments [6] and even in microgravity conditions [7].

Squat depths and stance widths were reported to present different joint kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activities [8–10]. Due to the altered distribution of biomechanical loadings, different squatting movements may be related to several malfunctions in the lower extremity, especially the knee joint. A review study reported that the squat can be generally categorized into a partial squat (around 40° knee flexion), half squat (around 70–100° knee flexion), and deep squat (over 100° knee flexion) as the knee joint flexion angles are varying [11]. Nevertheless, recent studies defined knee flexion around 120–130° as a deep squat [12, 13] aiming at quantifying knee loading and developing potential assistive devices for external support force of the knee joint.

Populations of different ethnicities may present different movement capacities and muscular function adaptations [1]. Previous researchers found that Asians presented a different squatting movement pattern [14], which might be a potential
cause of the incidence of knee osteoarthritis [3]. However, information of a counterpart Caucasian group was not included in the previous study [14]. Furthermore, a recent study reported that using standard model simulations may overestimate loading while comparing to instrumented knee prostheses, and it was considered overestimated muscle moment arms, especially during large hip and knee joint motions [15]. Thus, a customized model for a maximal squat was adjusted and validated via altering the wrapping surface of the hip and knee muscles in a recent study [16].

The current study utilized an OpenSim musculoskeletal modelling technique [17] with a customized squat-specific model [16] and recruited Asian and Caucasian population cohorts to perform dynamic deep squats. It was aimed at investigating the differences in motion and loading in the lower extremity existing between Asian and Caucasian individuals. We hypothesized that the Asian individuals would have higher loading in the knee joint compared to the Caucasian individuals, while the Asian group may present a large range of motion in the knee joint.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants. A total of 24 participants were recruited into the study, including 12 Caucasian (9 males and 3 females, age: 27.4 ± 4.8 yrs, mass: 71.2 ± 4.5 kg, height: 1.73 ± 0.04 m, BMI: 23.78 ± 2.49 kg/m²) and 12 Asian (8 males and 4 females, age: 27 ± 3.7 yrs, mass: 65.4 ± 6.9 kg, height: 1.7 ± 0.05 m, BMI: 22.63 ± 3.6 kg/m²). All had history of physical exercise in either the gym or outdoors at least three times per week and 30 minutes each time. Specifically, the Caucasian group has an average time of 20 min per week performing “knee-not-past-toes” squat while the Asian group performed maximal (depth) squat for 15 min per week. The limb dominance was checked and defined as the right side via the preference of ball kicking. All participants were physically active without lower extremity disorders or injuries in the past six months prior to the test. They were informed of the objectives and requirements of this study with written consent. The testing protocol was approved by the ethics committee from the research institute.

2.2. Experimental Protocol. An eight-camera Vicon motion capture system (Vicon Metrics Ltd., Oxford, United Kingdom) and an embedded AMTI force plate (AMTI, Watertown, MA, United States) were synchronously used to record marker trajectories and ground reaction forces at a frequency of 200 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. A previously established 37-marker set [18, 19] was used to trace the motion in the lower extremity. A surface Trigno wireless electromyography (EMG) measurement system (Delsys, Boston, MA, United States) was used to record the muscle activities. Muscle activities, including vastus lateralis (VL), vastus medialis (VM), biceps femoris (BF), semitendinosus (ST), tibialis anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG), and lateral gastrocnemius (LG), were collected with a frequency of 1000 Hz. Maximal voluntary contractions (MVC) of the muscles were performed for the normalization of muscle activity (0-100%) following a previously established protocol [20]. Specifically, the single leg heel rise was performed to record maximal gastrocnemius activity, the seated knee extension against posterior resistance for knee extensors and the seated knee flexion against anterior resistance for knee flexors, and the supine hip flexion against inferior resistance and extension against superior resistance. The raw EMG signals were firstly filtered using a band-passed fourth order Butterworth filter between frequencies of 100-500 Hz in the Delsys EMGWorks Analysis software. All processed signals ran the amplitude analysis with root mean square (RMS) calculation and then exported the processed values in the MVCs and activities from each trial. The EMG activity was calculated via the trial RMS amplitude values/MVC RMS amplitude values, as a zero (0, no activation) to one (100%, totally activated) scale, which was presented in our previous study [19].

Prior to the experiment, participants were instructed to perform a 10-minute warm up and practice the squatting movement. Specifically, the squatting movement started with (1) the right foot “stepping” aside onto the force platform, (2) maximal deep squat with the full foot contacting the force platform without lifting heel, and (3) then stepping off the platform. In the experiment, the marker position of the participant’s static standing posture was initially recorded with legs being shoulder-width apart. During the deep squat test, participants initiated the squatting movement by side stepping onto the force platform (defined from the threshold of 20 N in the vertical ground reaction force), with the both legs (foot) naturally on stance width, without adjustments of foot orientation. Once the right foot was in full contact with the force platform, the maximal squat was performed until the deepest position of the pelvis, then returning to a standing position and finally stepping off the force platform. The squatting stance was defined by the right foot on and off the force platform with a 20 N threshold in the vertical ground reaction force. Three trials of the deep squat were collected for each participant.

2.3. Musculoskeletal Model. An OpenSim musculoskeletal model specifically customized for a squatting task [16] was used in this study. This model updated the original full body model [17, 18] by adjusting the wrapping surface at the knee and hip joints to allow high joint range of motion (ROM) [16], which has been validated via comparing simulated muscle activation against surface EMG signals. Although a full body model was used in this study, the interest was focused on the lower extremity, including a ball-and-socket hip joint with three degrees of freedom, a hinge knee joint (one degree of freedom) with a prescribed nonfrictional patella to direct the quadriceps muscle arm and a pin ankle joint (one degree of freedom). The subtalar and metatarsophalangeal joints were locked throughout data processing.

Marker trajectories and ground reaction forces were filtered at 12 Hz and 60 Hz, respectively, prepared for data processing in OpenSim v3.3. A standard OpenSim workflow was conducted following an established protocol [17]. Firstly, the static marker position and body mass of each participant were used to scale the generic model and achieving a participant-matched model with muscle-tendon insertion and moment arms (Figure 1(a)). The scaling was conducted...
for left and right side-specific. In specifics, the scale factors including torso (left/right acromion-ASIS), pelvis (left/right ASIS-sacrum), right femur (right ASIS-lateral right knee), right tibia (lateral right knee-lateral right malleoli), right foot (right calcaneus-right toe tip), left femur (left ASIS-lateral left knee), left tibia (lateral left knee-lateral left malleoli), and left foot (left calcaneus-left toe tip) were used. The static pose weights for each marker was manually adjusted as per the root mean square (RMS) error values (less than 0.002) between the experimental marker and virtual marker in the model. Secondly, the Inverse Kinematics algorithm was conducted to calculate the joint angles with minimized errors between experimental marker trajectories with virtual markers, followed by the third step of Inverse Dynamics to compute the joints moments. The next step Static Optimization was employed with a minimized sum of squared muscle activation to estimate the muscle force and activation [17, 19, 21, 22], as muscle force being a main factor contributing to joint loading. The Joint Reaction analysis was performed to compute the resultant forces from all relevant muscle forces, external loads, and inertial loads [22, 23] at the hip, knee, and ankle joints in the anterior-posterior (x) (ant-post), superior-inferior (y) (axial) and medial-lateral (z) (med-lat) directions (global coordinates being illustrated in Figure 1). The three-dimensional vectors of contact forces in the hip, knee, and ankle were set to apply on the Child (body) and expressed in the Child (frame) during joint reaction analysis, which were femur, tibia, and talus, respectively. A further Body Kinematics analysis was performed to calculate the Centre of Mass (CoM) trajectory for each model to quantify the squat depth (in y vector), which was then normalized to the leg length for comparison.

2.4. Data Process and Statistical Analysis. This study mainly analysed the squatting stance from the right foot side stepping on the force platform to the right foot stepping off the
force platform. All trials were processed and cropped from the right foot contact to stepping off the platform, with the threshold of vertical ground reaction force at 20 N. The squatting stance was further divided into two phases [16], which were from the foot-on force platform and descending to the deepest position (0 - 50%) and from the deepest position and ascending to the foot-off force platform (51-100%) (Figure 1(b)). Joint angles and moments included hip flexion/extension, adduction/abduction, internal/external rotation, knee flexion/extension, and ankle dorsiflexion. The ROM in the hip, knee, and ankle were computed to illustrate joint flexibility. Joint moments were normalized by body mass (Nm/kg), and joint contact forces were normalized by body weight (%BW).

The data process and statistical analysis were performed in MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks, MA, United States). Due to the one-dimensional (1D) time-varying features of the joint angles, moments, and contact forces, the data from one squatting stance was firstly interpolated to a dataset with 101 data points using cubic B-spline, followed by the averaged waveform of three trials from each participant. The open-source 1D Statistical Parametric Mapping (1dSPM) was based on Random Vector Field Theory to check data variability. The 0dSPM was used to check the significance of the discrete value, such as the Range of Motion (RoM) and squat depth. The independent-sample *t* test package in the 1dSPM was used for the statistical analysis, with a significance level of *p* < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Model Validation. The model validation approach consisted of three parts. Firstly, the peak joint angles at the hip (Caucasian: 108.5 ± 12.9° versus Asian: 110.7 ± 7.8°) and knee (Caucasian: 119.3 ± 23.4° versus Asian: 139.9 ± 4.9°) were in the range of 138° (hip) and 145° (knee) [16], respectively. Secondly, the results of joint angles, moments, and contact forces were compared against recent squatting studies. Lastly, the estimated muscle activation was compared against the measured surface EMG activities, presented in Figure 2.

3.2. Joint Angles and Squat Depth. The comparison of joint ROM and squat depth are presented in Table 1. A significantly larger knee flexion-extension ROM was observed (*p* = 0.024). A significant deeper squat depth was found in the Asian individuals, while comparing to the Caucasian individuals (*p* = 0.028).

In terms of the comparison of time-varying joint angles during the squat, differences were found in the hip rotation that Asian exhibited larger external rotation during descending (*p* = 0.038, 31-37%) and ascending (*p* = 0.04, 62-66%) phases and in the ankle dorsiflexion that Asian dorsiflexed significantly during 43-46% (*p* = 0.045) and 67-74% (*p* = 0.026) of the squatting stance (Figure 3).

3.3. Joint Moments. Differences in the joint moments exhibited that Asian had greater hip external rotation moment during 32-86% (*p* < 0.001) of the squatting stance. Significantly greater knee flexion moments were also found in Asian during 1-54% (*p* < 0.001) and 63-100% (*p* < 0.001) of the squatting stance. However, the Caucasian exhibited a larger dorsiflexion moment while standing up (95-97%, *p* = 0.044) during dynamic squatting (Figure 4).

3.4. Joint Forces. Hip joint contact forces of Asian differed from Caucasian in the ant-post direction during 2-12% (*p* < 0.001), 21-28% (*p* = 0.004), and 95-100% (*p* = 0.009) of the squatting stance. The differences in the axial direction are during 1-8% (*p* = 0.002) and 99-100% (*p* = 0.03) of the squatting stance, and differences in the med-lat direction are during 3-9% (*p* = 0.022) and 96-99% (*p* = 0.019) of the squatting stance (Figure 5).

Knee joint contact forces showed no significant difference between Asian and Caucasian in the ant-post direction. That of Asian differed from Caucasian in the axial direction during 1-2% (*p* = 0.045), 7% (*p* = 0.048), 9-33% (*p* < 0.001), 36-37% (*p* = 0.035), 40-48% (*p* < 0.001), 67-87% (*p* < 0.001), and 99-100% (*p* = 0.039) of the squatting stance and in the med-lat direction during the whole squatting stance (*p* < 0.001) (Figure 5).

Ankle joint contact forces of Asian differed from Caucasian in the ant-post direction during 35-63% (*p* < 0.001) of the squatting stance; in the axial direction during 35-62% (*p* < 0.001), 92-98% (*p* = 0.003), and 100% (*p* = 0.046) of the squatting stance; and in the med-lat direction during 42-54% (*p* < 0.001) and 63-99% (*p* < 0.001) of the squatting stance (Figure 5).

4. Discussion

This study presented a comparative investigation on the joint angles, moments, and contact forces in the lower extremity of the Asian and Caucasian individuals while performing the deep squat. A customized squat-specific musculoskeletal model was employed for the analyses, and the validation was performed via comparing the results of the current study to this model developer [16], previous squatting studies [6, 9, 24, 25], and OpenSim-estimated activation against EMG measured activities (Figure 2). It was found that Asian individuals presented greater external rotation in the hip and dorsiflexion at the ankle during the squat, descending, and ascending phases. A larger knee ROM was observed, although no significant difference exhibited in the time-series angles between Asian and Caucasian individuals. Significantly larger hip rotation moment and knee extension moment were found in the Asian individuals while squatting. Differences in the hip contact forces were observed during the descending and ascending phases of the squat. The larger knee axial and med-lat contact forces were found throughout the squatting stance in the Asian individuals. However, the Caucasian individuals exhibited larger ankle ant-post and axial forces around the deepest squatting position, although larger ankle med-lat force was found in the Asian individuals.

The practice of the squat can enhance musculature functions and sports performances from the aspect of strength and conditioning [11]. The deep squat with external loading (such as barbell squat) was commonly practiced by professional weightlifting athletes and recreational amateurs [10,
Comprehensively revealing the biomechanical characteristics would provide implications to help increase performances and prevent potential injuries [4, 11, 27]. The influence of the foot placement and orientation; knee, hip, and pelvis motions; and spine and arm postures on the squatting performance was investigated previously using different techniques since the squat synchronously involved motor complexity in a close kinetic chain [6, 28].

In the current study, the Asian individuals exhibited greater hip external rotation angle and moment comparing to the Caucasian individuals. The comparisons of measured EMG activities against estimated (OpenSim) muscle activation in the Asian (As) and Caucasian (Ca) groups are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1: Hip, knee, and ankle joint range of motion during squat and the squat depth (% leg length) in the Asian and Caucasian groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sagittal</td>
<td>100.56 (6.62)</td>
<td>97.12 (17.72)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>130.58 (4.98)</td>
<td>114.6 (24.6)</td>
<td>0.024*</td>
<td>41.51 (7.68)</td>
<td>37.48 (7.14)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>48.56 (2.73)</td>
<td>56.33 (10.46)</td>
<td>0.028*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronal</td>
<td>14.78 (4.11)</td>
<td>15.5 (3.3)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>31.1 (8.8)</td>
<td>29.8 (11.1)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant difference found between Asian and Caucasian (p < 0.05).
to the Caucasian individuals, with the Caucasian individuals presenting similar hip ROM with a recent study on European Caucasian [4]. The nonsignificant difference in the external rotation may link with the coupled pelvis-trunk position as previously reported that pelvis tilting may affect hip rotation [29]. An additional explanation could be that hip flexibility was correlated with squat depth, typically in Asian populations [27]. Due to the great hip rotation in the deep squat position, a significantly larger hip moment was observed in the Asian individuals in the current study. Furthermore, this
study computed the hip contact forces via estimation from the joint reaction analysis during the squat. Interestingly, no significant difference was observed around the deepest squat position; however, differences were found during the initial, descending, and final ascending phases of the squat. The reason may be that the two groups performed the deep squat with different movement patterns and strategies [1], and we just instructed all participants to perform the deep squat. Figure 4: Comparisons of joint moments using 1dSPM with highlighted significance.
**Figure 5:** Comparisons of joint contact forces using 1dSPM with highlighted significance.
squat with their self-preferred movement patterns in the current study.

Knee biomechanics has attracted extensive research interest due to its complex structure and highly reported injuries in the squat [5, 11]. The time-series knee angles showed no significant difference between the two groups, while the Asian individuals presented a significantly larger ROM. It may be firstly due to the fact that participants performed the squat with their self-preferred patterns; thus, the individualized deepest squat positions were achieved [1, 27]. Secondly, it may be due to the fact that the factors, such as squatting stance width, foot orientation, and squatting speed, were not controlled, which were previously being reported to affect the squat performance [4, 25]. However, the larger knee flexion ROM in the current study was consistent with a previous study in Asian populations with greater squatting depth [27]. Therefore, the larger knee flexion moment of the Asian individuals in the current study was observed, similar to the pronounced greater knee flexion moment in a walk-squat study [14]. Additional findings of the knee axial and med-lat contact force differences may be evidence of loadings concentrated on the knee joint in the Asian group, as suggested by Thambyah [14] that repetitive descending and ascending motions may accumulate loadings on the soft tissue in the knee joint complexity. Additional findings of the estimated and measured muscle activation (Figure 2) may be another factors contributing higher knee loading for this study, as the joint reaction analysis calculated the resultant forces from all relevant muscle forces, external loads, and inertial loads [22, 23].

The foot is working as the interface of the kinetic chain while squatting, and the ankle joint ROM would affect the squat performance [24]. As found in the current study, the Asian individuals presented larger dorsiflexion around the deepest squat position. Interestingly, no difference in the ankle moment was observed, which might be that both groups performed the squat with comfortable movement patterns. However, the highly concentrated ant-post and axial contact forces in the ankle joint of the Caucasian individuals should be noted in particular, which are consistent with higher activated medial and lateral gastrocnemius muscles compared to Asian individuals. These may suggest that the muscles in the shank contributed predominantly to ankle joint contact forces while performing the deep squat, although no moment difference was found. Another previous study that reported that limiting ankle-dorsiflexion ROM could activate calf muscles activity could be a key evidence for the circumstance [24]. The higher med-lat contact force in the Asian individuals during the ascending phase might be the redirected foot orientation as observed highly activated tibia anterior muscle.

Several limitations should be accounted in the current study. Firstly, the squatting patterns, such as the stance width and foot orientation, were not unified across the participants, since the aim was to evaluate the difference in deep squat between Asian and Caucasian individuals without any manipulation. Secondly, the knee and ankle joints were modelled as a hinge joint (flexion/extension) with only sagittal ROM. This is due to the fact that the only available musculoskeletal models used in the current study were not profiled with other two degrees of freedom (coronal and horizontal). Lastly, it should be noted that there might be a gender difference in the squat performance, as average squatting depth in Asian female (50.84%) versus male (47.8%) participants and Caucasian female (65.79%) versus male (53.18%) participants. However, the unequal number of male and female participants in the Asian and Caucasian groups may present hormonal changes [30], which need to be considered in the future studies as well.

5. Conclusions

This study evaluated the lower extremity biomechanics in the Asian and Caucasian individuals while performing the maximal squat using a customized squat-specific musculoskeletal model. The key findings of the current study were that, firstly, the greater knee contact forces were reported in the Asian individuals and, secondly, the greater ankle contact forces in the Caucasian individuals were notable while performing the deep squat comparing to the Asian cohorts. Knowledge found in the current study may provide implication for exercise practitioners and physiotherapists while designing schemes for the prevention of loading accumulation in the lower extremity.
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